
  

Irene: New York City’s historic hurricane? 

AUG 29 — It’s rather fun to be writing my very first column just hours before Hurricane Irene arrives on our doorstep, or to be 
more accurate, the floor-to-ceiling windows of our 40th-level Upper East Side apartment. 
It is Saturday afternoon in New York City, but it is certainly not business as normal. Stark notices on the doors of our local 
supermarket and my favourite neighbourhood shop, Bed, Bath & Beyond, announce its early closure due to Irene; duct tape 
laces deli-store windows; traffic, composed of mainly yellow taxis with their “available” lights lit up, flows with ease. 
There have been mandatory evacuations of 370,000 New Yorkers who must leave their low-lying areas by 5pm, cancelled 
Broadway shows, anticipated storm surges of 11ft and closure of one of the largest transportation systems in the world 
including NY airports, subways and bridges. 
You get the idea. A “historic hurricane” is on its way, words used by President Obama in Friday’s address to the nation. 
This is not the first time my family have lived with a threat of a hurricane. And, not wishing to sound too arrogant, we have seen 
it all before in Houston, Texas, back in 2005 when Hurricane Katrina, mother-of-all hurricanes, reeked havoc in the Southern 
states. 
Shortly after Hurricane Katrina, we found ourselves hunkering down in our boarded-up house in Houston — baths filled with 
water, freezer full of supplies, kids asleep in our bedroom — braced for Hurricane Rita. It changed course overnight, and I slept 
through the whole thing! We did lose a spindly tree in our “backyard.” 

Every news network here is covering Hurricane Irene. Hurricanes make gripping television 
viewing. The fear, the danger, the suspense. Americans just love it; “Isn’t it the best reality 
television ever?”, an elderly woman housed in a NYC shelter told a reporter earlier this evening.

Admittedly, Tom, my husband, and I avidly followed Hurricane Katrina 
through the eyes of CNN’s cute and very charming news reporter 
Anderson Cooper. In fact, I’m convinced he made his name in the cut-
throat news industry through his coverage of this infamous hurricane 
which registered a Category 3 when it hit and devastated New Orleans, 
Louisiana. 
Not that one needs reminding but think: broken levees, W (George W. 
Bush Junior) on vacation, delayed rescue missions and too many floating 
bodies; a disaster that left 1,836 dead, embarrassed America and 
shocked a disbelieving world. 
I sobbed as the misery unfolded, and later interviewed bewildered Katrina 
evacuee as they poured into the safety of Houston’s Convention Centre 
for a local radio station. 
Six years on — almost to the day spookily enough — and the lovely 
Anderson Cooper is covering Hurricane Irene. In fact, he’s now CNN’s 

primary news anchor. 
I sat in my nightie late last night transfixed by the intensity of his efforts as he battled admirably to talk up this so-called “historic 
hurricane”, one that has gradually been downgraded from a Category 4 (determined by minimum sustained winds of 131mph) to 
a Category 1 (determined by minimum sustained winds of 74mph). 
Strangely, I found myself feeling a little sorry for him. Yes, its path is heading straight to The Big Apple, home to eight million 
people. But it’s no Katrina (thank goodness). And, he knows it. 
For the city that never sleeps, NYC is taking its first nap tonight in a long while. No sirens, ghostlike streets and not one car on 
Ed Koch Queensboro Bridge which I can see directly across from where I am sitting. 
NYC’s strategic Governor Andrew Cuomo and Mayor Michael Bloomberg have taken every possible precaution against, shall 
we say, “storm” Irene; I do not think they can afford to do otherwise. 
So who knows, and may be I am being a cynic. It’s 4am on Sunday and Irene has now officially arrived: it’s windy and rains
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Waves and storm surge pound the boardwalk and the beach at first light as 
Irene slams into Asbury Park in New Jersey on August 28, 2011. — Reuters 
pic
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continue to rattle and lash the windows. There’s a full compliment of security and doormen downstairs on standby.
Tom forgot to buy duct tape, but our fridge is packed with food and baths filled with water. Our four children continue to sleep 
soundly. 
Sunday we plan to stay indoors and play our favourite boardgame Monopoly — the Malaysian edition. Ha! Such fond memories 
of our four years there. 
I imagine our day will probably be like one of those regular afternoons of torrential downpour spent at our old house in Bukit 
Tunku: darkened rooms, the resounding patter of rain and maybe a power outage. No hurricane, just wet lah... 
* The views expressed here are the personal opinion of the columnist. 
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